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1. INTRODUCTION
Let f be a non-zero cuspidal Hecke eigenform of integral weight k on the
full modular group SL2(Z) and denote by L*( f, s) (s # C) the associated
Hecke L-function completed with its natural 1-factor. As is well-known,
zeroes of L*( f, s) can occur only inside the critical strip (k&1)2<
Re(s)<(k+1)2, and according to the generalized Riemann hypothesis
they should all lie on the line Re(s)=k2.
While at present a proof of the Riemann hypothesis seems to be out of
reach, it turns out to be rather easy to show nonvanishing results for
L-functions on the average. In fact, in the present paper we shall prove
that, given a real number t0 and a positive real number =, for all k large
enough the sum of the functions L*( f, s) with f running over a basis of
(properly normalized) Hecke eigenforms of weight k does not vanish on the
line segments Im(s)=t0 , (k&1)2<Re(s)<(k2)&=, (k2)+=<Re(s)<
(k+1)2. For the proof we consider the cusp forms dual w.r.t. the Petersson
scalar product of the values L*( f, s); these functions are generalizations of
the period functions studied in [3]. We compute their Fourier expansion
and estimate the first Fourier coefficient in an appropriate way. The result
then will turn out.
K. Murty kindly informed the author that A. Akbary in his thesis inde-
pendently proved by a different method using an approximate functional
equation for an average sum of L-functions results similar to those pre-
sented here.
For a related result on Rankin convolutions we refer the reader to [4]
(approximate functional equations are also used there).
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2. NOTATION
For complex numbers z and s with z{0 we set zs=exp(s log z) with
log z=log |z|+i arg z and &?<arg z?. We usually write s=_+it with
_=Re(s) and t=Im(s). We write H for the complex upper half-plane. The
letter k always denotes an even integer 4.
3. STATEMENT OF RESULT
Let Sk be the space of cusp forms of weight k w.r.t. the group
11 :=SL2(Z) equipped with the usual Petersson scalar product ( , ) . If
f (z)=n1 a(n) e2?inz (z # H) is in Sk , we denote by L( f, s)=
n1 a(n) n&s (_>(k+1)2) the associated Hecke L-series. Recall that
L*( f, s) :=(2?)&s 1(s) L( f, s)
has a holomorphic continuation to C and satisfies the functional equation
L*( f, k&s)=(&1)k2 L*( f, s). (1)
Let [ fk, 1 , ..., fk, gk] (gk=dim Sk) be the basis of normalized Hecke
eigenforms of Sk . Recall that ‘‘normalized’’ means that first Fourier coef-
ficient equal to 1.
Theorem. Let t0 # R and =>0. Then there exists a constant C(t0 , =)>0
depending only on t0 and = such that for k>C(t0 , =) the function
:
gk
&=1
1
( fk, & , fk, &)
L*( fk, & , s)
does not vanish at any point s=_+it with t=t0 , (k&1)2<_<(k2)&=,
(k2)+=<_<(k+1)2.
Corollary. Let t0 # R and =>0. Then for k>C(t0 , =) and any
s=_+it with t=t0 , (k&1)2<_<(k2)&=, (k2)+=<_<(k+1)2,
there exists a Hecke eigenform f # Sk such that L*( f, s){0.
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4. PROOF
For z # H and s # C with 1<_<k&1 we define
Rk, s(z) :=#k(s) :
(ac
b
d) # 11
(cz+d )&k \az+bcz+d+
&s
, (2)
where
#k(s)= 12 e
?is21(s) 1(k&s). (3)
Using standard convergence tests it is easily seen that the series converges
absolutely uniformly whenever z=x+iy satisfies y=, x1= for a given
=>0, and s varies over a compact set (for 2<_<k&2 the convergence is
even more trivially seen by comparing with the series  (a, b), (c, d ) # Z2"[0, 0]_
|az+b|&_ |cz+d |&(k&_)<). It follows from this and the definition that
Rk, s # Sk .
Lemma 1. One has
( f, Rk, s )=ck L*( f, s) (\f # Sk),
where
ck :=
(&1)k2 ?(k&2)!
2k&2
.
Proof. By holomorphic continuation it is sufficient to prove the asser-
tion say for 1<_<(k&1)2. In this range the interchange of summations
made in the following calculation is easily seen to be justified. Using
Lipschitz’s formula
:
n # Z
({+n)&s=
e&?is2(2?)s
1(s)
:
n1
ns&1e2?in{ ({ # H, _>1), (4)
we obtain
Rk, s(z)=#k(s) :
gcd(c, d)=1
(c, d ) # Z2,
:
n # Z
(cz+d )&k \a0z+b0cz+d +n+
&s
=(2?)s 1(k&s) :
n1
ns&1Pk, n(z)
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where
Pk, n(z) :=
1
2
:
gcd(c, d )=1
(c, d ) # Z2,
(cz+d )&k e2?in(a0z+b0)(cz+d )
is the n th Poincare series in Sk (in the summations above, for each coprime
pair (c, d ) one has to make a fixed choice of (a0 , b0) # Z2 with
a0 d&b0 c=1).
Since
( f, Pk, n)=
(k&2)!
(4?n)k&1
af (n) (\f # Sk ; af (n)=n th Fourier coefficient of f ),
we deduce therefore
( f, Rk, s ) =ck } (&1)k2 (2?)&(k&s) 1(k&s) L( f, k&s)
=ckL*( f, s),
where in the last line we have used (1).
Lemma 2. The function Rk, s(z) has the Fourier expansion
Rk, s(z)= :
n1
rk, s(n) e2?inz
where
rk, s(n)=(2?)s 1(k&s) ns&1+(&1)k2 (2?)k&s 1(s) nk&s&1
+
1
2
(&1)k2 (2?)k nk&1 }
1(s) 1(k&s)
1(k)
_ :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac>0,
c&k \ca+
s
(e2?ina$ce?is2 1F1(s, k ; &2?inac)
+e&2?ina$ce&?is2 1F1(s, k ; 2?inac)) ;
here a$ # Z is an inverse of a modulo c, and 1F1(:, ; ; z) is Kummer’s
degenerate hypergeometric function.
Proof. We compute the Fourier expansion of the sum over ( ac
b
d) # 11
on the right-hand side of (2). If ac=0, then clearly ( ac
b
d) has the form
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\( 10
n
1) or \(
0
1
&1
n ) with n # Z, hence using (4) we deduce that the con-
tribution of these terms may be written as
2e&?is2 \(2?)
s
1(s)
:
n1
ns&1e2?inz+(&1)k2
(2?)k&s
1(k&s)
:
n1
nk&s&1e2?inz+
(the second term is obtained from the first by replacing s by k&s and
observing that (&z)s=e&?iszs for z # H.)
The contribution to the n th Fourier coefficient of the terms with ac{0
in the sum of (2) is equal to
|
iC+1
iC \ :
(ac
b
d) # 11, ac{0
(cz+d )&k \az+bcz+d+
&s
+ e&2?inz dz (C>0).
Replacing here z by z+m (m # Z) amounts to replacing ( ac
b
d) by
( ac
b
d)(
1
0
m
1 ), hence the above expression equals
|
iC+1
iC \ :m # Z :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac{0,
(c(z+m)+d0)&k \a(z+m)+b0c(z+m)+d0+
&s
+ e&2?inz dz
(for each coprime pair (a, c) a fixed choice of (b0 , d0) # Z2 with
ad0&b0 c=1 is made)
= :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac{0,
|
iC+
iC&
(cz+d0)&k \az+b0cz+d0+
&s
e&2?inz dz
(interchange of summation and integration justified because of absolute
convergence)
= :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac{0
c&ke2?ina$c |
iC+
iC&
z&k+s } z&s \& 1c2z+
a
c+
&s
e&2?inz dz
(a$ # Z, a$a#1 (mod c)) (5)
where to get (5) we have substituted z [ z&d0 c and noted that
ad0&b0 c=1.
Let us first suppose that ac>0. Then
z&s \& 1c2z+
a
c+
&s
=\& 1c2+
a
c
z+
&s
.
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Therefore making the substitution z [ (ca) it in (5) we find that the
integral in (5) is equal to
(&1)k2 2? \ca+
&k+s+1
}
1
2?i |
C+i
C&i
t&k+s \t+ ic2+
&s
e2?n(ca) t dt. (6)
Since
1
2?i |
C+i
C&i
(t+:)&+ (t+;)&& e pt dt
=
1
1(++&)
p++&&1e&;p1F1(+, ++& ; (;&:) p)
(Re(+, &)>0, p # C)
(cf. e.g. [2; 5.4, (8)]) we infer (with :=ic2, ;=0, +=s, &=k&s, and
p=2?n(ca)) that the expression in (6) is equal to
(&1)k2
(2?)k
1(k)
nk&1 \ca+
s
1F1(s, k ; &2?inac).
Hence we finally obtain that the contribution to the nth Fourier coef-
ficient of the terms with ac>0 in the sum of (2) is given by
(&1)k2
(2?)k
1(k)
nk&1 :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac>0,
c&k \ca+
s
e2?ina$c1F1(s, k ; &2?inac).
If ac<0, we write
z&s \& 1c2z+
a
c+
&s
=z&s \&\ 1c2z&
a
c++
&s
=e&?is \ 1c2&
a
c
z+
&s
.
Then replacing (a, c) by (&a, c) we see in the same way as before that the
contribution of the terms with ac<0 is given by
e&?is(&1)k2
(2?)k
1(k)
nk&1 :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac>0
c&k \ca+
s
e&2?ina$c1F1(s, k ; 2?inac).
Observing (3) we obtain our assertion.
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We will now prove the theorem. Because of the functional equation (1)
it is enough to consider the left half of the critical strip only. From
Lemma 1 we have
Rk, s =ck :
gk
&=1
L*( fk, & , s)
( fk, & , fk, &)
fk, & .
Taking the first Fourier coefficients on both sides we obtain from Lemma 2
the identity
(2?)s 1(k&s)+(&1)k2 (2?)k&s 1(s)+
1
2
(&1)k2 (2?)k :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac>0,
_c&k \ca+
s
} (e2?ia$ce?is21f1(s, k ; &2?iac)
+e&2?ia$ce&?is21 f1(s, k ; 2?iac))
=ck :
gk
&=1
L*( fk, & , s )
( fk, & , fk, &)
,
where we have written 1f1(:, ; ; z) :=(1(:) 1(;&:)1(;)) 1F1(:, ; ; z).
Suppose now that the right-hand side vanishes at the point s(_<k). Diving
by (2?)s 1(k&s), we then obtain
1+(&1)k2 (2?)k&2s
1(s)
1(k&s)
+
(&1)k2 (2?)k&s
21(k&s)
:
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac>0,
c&k \ca+
s
_(e2?ia$ce?is21 f1(s, k ; &2?iac)+e&2?ia$ce&?is2 1 f1(s, k ; 2?iac))=0.
(7)
In particular, now let s=k2&$&it0 , where =<$< 12. From (7) we then
infer that
&1=(&1)k2 (2?)2$+2it0
1 \k2&$&it0+
1 \k2+$+it0+
+
(&1)k2 (2?)k2+$+it0
21 \k2+$+it0+
_ :
gcd(a, c)=1
(a, c) # Z2, ac>0,
c&k2&$&it0
_a&k2+$+it0(e2?ia$ce (?i2)((k2)&$&it0) 1 f1(k2&$&it0 , k ; &2?iac)
+e&2?ia$ce&(?i2)((k2)&$&it0) 1 f1(k2&$&it0 , k ; 2?iac)). (8)
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For Re(;)>Re(:)>0 we have
1 f1(:, ; ; z)=|
1
0
ezuu:&1(1&u);&:&1 du
[1; 13.2.1], hence
|1 f1(:, ; ; z)|1 (9)
for Re(:)>1, Re(;&:)>1, and |z|=1. Taking absolute values in (8) and
using (9) we thus deduce
1 }
1 \k2&$&it0+
1 \k2+$+it0+ }+
(2?)k2
}1 \k2+$+it0+}
} K, (10)
where K>0 is a constant depending only on t0 . On the other hand, we
have
1 \k2&$&it0+
1 \k2+$+it0+
} (k2)2$+2it0  1 (k  )
(uniformly in $ since $ is bounded away from zero), cf. e.g. [1; 6.1.47],
hence the first summand on the right of (10) tends to 0 for k  , as $>0.
Clearly also the second summand in (10) goes to zero for k  . Thus for
k large we have a contradiction. This proves the theorem.
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